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[Editor’s note: On December 11, Anthony
Braxton made his first visit to the Bay Area since
1997, performing his Ghost Trance Music at the
Victoria Theatre in SF with a 12-tet of local and
out-of-town players. Myles was sound engineer
and also presided over a bunch of studio recordings made by the group during Braxton’s stay.]

I’d like to weigh in with some attempts to
understand Braxton’s music, based solely on
my own limited musical experience. I will try
not to waste your time “Monday morning
quarterbacking” on what might be best for
Braxton or his career or the choices the
ensembles made, since I regard all the performances and even the rehearsal as fairly
perfect realizations of the music.
For those that don’t know, I have followed Braxton’s music since the mid-70’s, and
have played many of these compositions with
the Splatter/ Debris large ensemble culminating in the “Jump Or Die” CD. This was the first
major recorded “tribute” to Braxton’s big
group music, issued on the Music & Arts label
about 10 years ago. Splatter has played
some Braxton music over the years, and I’ve
also been a part of the recent Triaxium West
concerts. I guess last week I was needed more
for my recording skills than my (rusty) sightreading, but I was certainly made to feel like
a part of the group at every turn.
The rehearsal took place at my studio on
the evening of 12/10, after a recording of
Shiurba’s 5x5 with Braxton, Robair, Greg
Kelly, and Morgan Guberman. Most of the
rehearsal time was taken up by Braxton talking, being alternately hilarious, brilliant, and
cryptic as only this man can. The first musicmaking they did was a tutti read-through of
#292, just playing a few pages of the composition. For those who don’t know, this phase of
AB’s Ghost Trance Musics is unbelievably difficult in terms of sightreading/conventional linear performance. And it sounded like a jumbled mess. I remember thinking to myself, as I
sat alone in the control room recording a

Anthonny Braxton and Myles Boisen in the studio

rough mix to CD, “How the hell are they ever
going to pull this together by tomorrow night?”
More talking. Braxton assigns quadrant
leaders and talks more about his ideas on
improvisation. The next music-making
explores the smaller squads, and simultaneous layers of reading and improv. It was
beautiful, and I relaxed my apprehension as I
was reminded that this is really what AB’s
music is about.
More talking. I was really struck by one
thing he said here, speaking of his music in “the
next cycle” as the visionary Braxton often does.
He said that in future performances of these
compositions, cues could indicate the reading of
scripted text, instead of (or in addition to) music.
He then went on to talk about giving a performance in downtown Oakland (I believe this
was by way of example, not an actual goal)
where performers would be dispersed on the
streets, reading text etc., and the populace
wouldn’t even know there was a score going
on! This really stuck with me, and backs up the
views of some who have already noted AB’s
expansive world view beyond music, and the
parallels to Cage’s Music Circus.
A very brief rehearsal of #327 (I mean 5
minutes or less!) ended the evening. I doubt
that more than half an hour was spent actually “rehearsing” before Thursday’s gig. But as
far as preparation for these performances, it

is important to bear in mind that many of
these folks have lived in this music for years,
just as a classical repertoire player would do.
Gino (for example) has been working with AB
since I met him at the beginning of the Splatter
Trio in 1987. John Shiurba has worked harder than any musician I know to get his sightreading together over the past few years, and
has collected every Braxton recording he
could get his hands on! Scott Rosenberg’s
dedication and love for Braxton is way
beyond fandom, and even beyond any student/teacher relationship you could imagine.
In fact, everyone in this ensemble showed a
level of devotion, experience, and hard work
that was incredible. These aren’t the sort of
people who just show up for the gig and try
to fake it! Ultimately I think the guidance and
ideas that Braxton offered in this rehearsal,
combined with the experience and whiteknuckle attentiveness of the players, was most
crucial to the performance which followed.
Regarding Plonsey’s violin performance
at the Victoria, another memorable thing
Braxton said in this rehearsal was that he
wanted the players to bring their own music
into the composition. I saw this as a special
encouragement for the musicians to contribute
wholly and be themselves; another uniquely
inclusive and open-minded Braxton ingredient
continued on page 2
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in the stew. Anyone who didn’t like these personal touches and playfulness in the concert is
missing the point of Braxton’s current music.
I agree with some assessments that there
are structural similarities to Cage (openness,
theatricality, music as an analogy of life) and
Zorn (de-centralized conducting, guerrilla tactics, multi-faceted form and layering) in
Braxton’s music. But I never got a sense that
there was any notable cross-fertilization
between these diverse composers, which is to
say that they have all moved music forward in
their own unique ways.
The confluence of Zorn’s and Braxton’s
methods, combined with a bit of jazz and
improv-core, certainly launched The Splatter
Trio and informed our entire development. For
me, the highest point in Splatter’s evolution
was when the line between composition and
improvisation was completely blurred, and
the compositions existed mostly as a “safety
net” and flavoring in the music, but were not
the meat and potatoes. This is also how I
heard Braxton’s current handling of the GTM
— the score and identity of the actual composition are always there in the background, but
more as a default or way for Braxton to rein
in the proceedings. When you view the music
at the Victoria as being largely democratized,
with the composition functioning as a beginning/ending place plus points of reference in
between, I think the concert becomes much
easier to understand. Also it really helped my
understanding to hear Braxton say — as part
of his “pep talk” before almost every piece
over 4 days - “Let’s just kick it about and have
some fun.”
Gino was really holding back in the first
set, and it seemed to me that this was a gracious sacrifice in response to fairly continuous
playing by some members of the ensemble.
Thinking more about this, I realized that our
local players now have a rich history with
large groups, and are generally polite and
mature about creating space in these kind of
ensembles. The out-of-town players, though
generally not overplaying, tended to pile on
and fill the spaces a lot more. This was not a
problem for me, but I did note this tendency
throughout our time together.
John Shiurba, Gino Robair, and Dan
Plonsey (locals) really deserve credit for
assembling the crew and organizing the
concerts and sessions. Along with Scott
Rosenberg (semi-local?) they did the logistical
groundwork and picked at least the other
locals — Matt Ingalls, Liz Albee, Sara
Schoenbeck (she’s L.A., but like Rosenberg
we should embrace her as one of our own).
I believe Justin Yang (recently enrolled in
Stanford), Greg Kelley, and Taylor Ho Bynum
are East Coast Braxton student/veterans that
Braxton invited. Tubist Jay Rozen is another
East Coaster who has played in Plonsey’s big
bands, and ably filled the low-end void left
by the death of Matt Sperry. Newly local
oboeist Kyle Bruckmann will also be heard
on the 13-tet recording.

LISTMANIA
2003
Dave Slusser’s BEST PIZZA SLICE:
Sicilian at Arinell, on Shattuck in downtown
Berkeley. It wasn’t the food, so much as the
experience. The sky was dark on a cold, wet
and busy afternoon in the irritating shopping
district. Thinking a snack might give me a lift,
I fell in to the strains of a Webern string quartet filling the room. It was a totally transforming
experience — other planes of there.
Matt Davignon’s List Trio
5 Great Shows of 2003
1) 1/31 Lovely is the New Loud @ 964
Natoma: Tom Heasley, Chris Willits/Scott
Pagano, Kristen Miltner/James Livingston
2) 5/16 SFALT Festival @ Hemlock
Tavern: Ernesto Diaz-Infante/Chris Forsyth,
Wobbly, Lesser
3) 5/31-6/1 Big Sur Experimental
Music Festival Sound/Shift: Too many artists
to name!
4) 8/7 Pornorchestra @ 21 Grand:
Zygote & C-Trl: Myles Boisen, Gail Brown &
Jonathan Segel, Dina Emerson
5) 9/5 Kitundu @ Meridian Gallery
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5 great local cd’s that came out
in 2003 (In no particular order)
1) “Motive” by Tim Perkis
2) “Ernesto Diaz-Infante” by Ernesto
Diaz-Infante
3) “6 Little Stains” by Amy X Neuburg
4) “All Strange Beasts of the Past” by
Thuja
5) “Rockets of the Mekong” by Quiet
American
7 local artists that need to put
out new cd’s in 2004 (in no particular
order)
1) Bob Boster
2) Lance Grabmiller
3) Dajuin Yao
4) Jason Stamberger/Liz Albee
5) Subtle (where’s that full length?)
6) Miba (Kristen Miltner & Mark Bartscher)
7) Andre Custodio
Tom Duff. Ten memorable performances from 2003.
1) John Shiurba 3+3 (Shiurba, guitars,
ma++ Ingalls, clarinet & violin, Gino Robair, percussion, violin & mandolin) at Meridian Music,
April 4. Due to a publicity snafu the performers
almost outnumbered the audience. The music perfectly integrated improvisation into a score that
drew its large-scale organization from the combinatorial glories of ‘70s minimalism, built on a
continued on page 7

L I S T M A N I A
base of Shiurba’s usual sinuous melodies (derived
from a 12-tone row!)
2) Greg Kelley, trumpet solo, and with
ma++ Ingalls, clarinet at ACME observatory,
May 11. Everybody’s doing it, but few are doing
it this well.
3) Scott Rosenberg’s two-part composition
for solo saxophone and then large ensemble, at
the Matthew Sperry memorial concert at 21
Grand, June 19. I will always remember how
this ended, with silence hanging in the air for
what seemed like minutes.
4) Tim Duff, solo bass and narration, doing
Joelle Leandre’s "Taxi" at the Transbay
Skronkathon, August 10. (I’m allowed to crow
about my son, right?)
5) "Interminacy", ostensible recordings of
John Cage koans accompanied by Tim Perkis
and Tom Djll, also at the Skronkathon. Sublime
*and* ridiculous.
6) Not quite Sound on Survival, again at the
Skronkathon (what a day!); Marco Eneidi, Peter
Valsamis and an unbelievable bass player
(whose name I’ve forgotten, subbing for Lisle Ellis)
ripped the roof off playing hard & straight-ahead
free jazz.
7) Ernst Karel at ACME, September 7, playing trumpet processed through a modular analog
synthesizer.
8) Trio of ma++ Ingalls, clarinet, Dan
Plonsey, saxophone and Kyle Bruckmann, oboe,
at the Triaxium West concert, November 16,
playing some Anthony Braxton composition or
other. Three very different wind players finding a
perfect blend. Amazing as this performance was,
the rehearsal was even better.
9) Gino Robair’s "I, Norton" at 21 Grand,
November 19. Among the many highlights were
Gino’s conducting and Morgan Guberman’s
voice+bass solo. And the banjo section (Boisen,
Shiurba & me) was better than any banjo section
in any improvising orchestra I’ve ever heard.
10) Judy Dunaway’s composition "The
Sound of Skin," directed by Kattt Sammon at the
second annual ACME Fluxus event. All those
cute musicians in their underwear rubbing wet
balloons on their skin; what a sound!
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piano music arranged for ensemble, CMC
10/18 (special mention: David Bithell)
8) Karen Stackpole solo, 21 Grand, 11/2
9) Braxton Ghost Trancers, Victoria
Theatre, 12/11 (special mention: ingalls)
djll’s fave 2003 CDs by locals
and outlanders and outlandishers
Grand Mal: Kyle Bruckmann, Ernesto
Diaz-Infante, John Shiurba, Karen Stackpole
Numinous Opossum: Ian Davis/
Morgan Guberman/Andrew Voigt
A Night In Palermo: Gianni Gebbia
(sax), Lelio Giannetto (bass), and Miriam
Palma (voice), with Tom Nunn (the bug),
Garth Powell (percussion), Gino Robair
(percussion), and Damon Smith (bass)
Leo Smith: Luminous Axis w/John
Bischoff, Chris Brown, Tim Perkis, Ikue Mori,
Willie Winant, Mark Trayle
Tim Perkis: Motive
Natto Quartet: Headlands
Miles Davis: The Complete Jack
Johnson Sessions
Art Ensemble of Chi: Tribute to Lester
Damon Smith’s 12 best 2003 cds:
1. “birds and blades”evan parker/barry
guy duo on intakt
2. “between heaven and earth” peter
kowald/günter sommer/conrad bauer
3. “scrapbook” william parker violin trio
4. wiliam parker/peter kowald duo
5. bill dixon/tony oxley/cecil taylor
6. hudson riv—sven ake johansson
singing standards
7. contemporary solo double bass III
bjorn ianke (playing nordhiem, xenakais etc)
8. joelle leandre/susie ibarra/sylvie
courvise on intakt
9. mark dresser/susie ibarra duo
10. dave liebman “colors”
11. john butcher/john edwards duo
12. blank + raymond pettibon
MA++’S TOP 5 SHOWS

djll’s favorite shows of 2003
1) Toshimaru Nakamura, Maggi Payne,
John Bischoff, Mills, 1/31
2) Rova Ascension, Yerba Buena, 2/8
(Special mentions: Nels Cline, Otomo
Yoshihide, Myles Boisen on sound)
3) Luc Ferrari/DJ Olive, Willie Winant,
Sue Costabile, Wheeler Auditorium, 3/17
4) Three piano night: Gust Burns,
Matthew Goodheart, Scott Looney (special
mention: Tim DuRoche) CMC, 7/18
5) Tom Waits in tribute to Matthew
Sperry, Victoria Theatre, 7/31
6) Shiurba’s 5x5 @Transbay Skronkathon,
8/10
7) sfSound Series: John Cage prepared

January 31
Toshimaru Nakamura, Maggi
Payne, and John Bischoff
Center for Contemporary Music at Mills
College.
Maggi Payne and John Bischoff always
put on a good show. Bischoff’s new work for
computer and MIDI-controlled bells lined up
across the edge of the stage was one of his
best performances i’ve seen. Nakamura’s noinput mixer feedback was also memorable, if
not completely convincing.
April 13
CALARTS TRIO
Stanford Edge Fest
New Complexity works for strings by
Brian Ferneyhough and Chris Burns. 20

F R O M

P A G E
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minute pieces for 3 strings, 3 page turners,
300 pages, and 3,000,000,000 notes. One
of the most intense concerts in recent memory,
giving “on the edge” a new meaning. These
so-cal players blow bay area musicians out of
the water.
May 16
Lesser, Wobbly, and Chris
Forsyth/ Ernesto Diaz-Infante
SFALT - Hemlock Tavern
A very interesting performance by
Forsyth (electric guitar) and Diaz-Infante
(amplified acoustic guitar). Not really playing
together, they alternated fading in and out
with various engaging textures. Wobbly’s performances with deconstructed rap samples
are always a great blend of humor, pop, and
nerdy high-brow computer music.
July 10
Rubber O Cement
LiPo Lounge, Chinatown
Rubber O Cement is a futuristic (1980’s?)
Caroliner spin-off band with a huge cardboard mainframe computer, robot, and moonboots-wearing-guitar-playing-fly-on-the-wall.
Much noisier than Caroliner, it is one of the
most interesting electronic bands out there
right now. This was definitely the best show
of theirs I’ve heard.
November 13
Stefano Scodanibbio
Stanford
Although Scodanibbio’s own music
approaches being too accessible, he makes
up for it by playing it like a motherfucker.
Twenty times more virtuosic and 100 times
more engaging than the ‘serious’ music by
Ferneyhough, Sciarrino, and others on this
program, he reconfirmed for me the future of
new music is composer-performers.

Phillip Greenlief lists great 2003
movies:
1) Russian Ark (Alexander Sokurov)
2) Tamala 2010 (t.o.L.) (Japanese
release: 2002, U.S. release: 2003)
3) The Revolution Will Not Be Televised
(Kim Bartley & Donnacha O Briain)
4) Ten (Abbas Kiarostami)
5) Spellbound (Jeffrey Blitz)
6) Carnage (Delphine Gleize)
7) Elephant (Gus Van Sant)
8) In the Cut (Jane Campion)
9) Spider (David Cronenberg)
10) Once Upon a Time in Mexico
(Robert Rodriquez)
It should be noted that this list is comprised of films
released in 2003. I saw a lot of great films that are older,
and if the above list were to include them, many of the
above would be immeddiately jettisoned. A more expansive list would have to include some of the awesome stuff
I saw at both the Fassbinder and the Ozu retrospectives
at the PFA and two works by Masahiro Shinoda: Pale
Flower and Double Suicide — both films feature great
soundtracks by Takemitsu and are available on DVD in
most shops around town.
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January Concerts
Luggage Store Gallery
New Music Series

PLEASE GO TO WWW.TRANSBAYCALENDAR.ORG FOR DETAILS ABOUT THESE EVENTS,
PLUS UPDATES AND SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Thu 1/8 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Bob Marsh + Ben Wright + Kurt Heyl
Fri 1/9 8:00 PM Meridian Gallery [545 Sutter Street SF]
Pietro Lusvardi solo bass performance “monologue Contrabbasso” featuring new original compositions.
Sat 1/10 8:00 PM $10 sfSoundSeries [Community Music Center, 544 Capp Street, SF]
sfSoundSeries: Ferneyhough, Finnissy, Reynolds, etc.
Mon 1/12 9:00 PM $10 The Plush Room [The York Hotel 940 Sutter Street SF ]
ben chadabe + eric kuehnl and gooferman
Wed 1/14 12:00 PM free UC Santa Clara Recital Hall [Santa Clara Univ. 500 El Camino Real Santa Clara]
Philip Gelb, Shakuhachi - Pietro Lusvardi, bass - Michael Strunk, drums
Wed 1/14 8:00 PM free strictly Ballroom [The Ballroom at CCRMA (The Knoll) 660 Lomita Drive Stanford]
NOISE: Adler / Cella / Gartner / McAllister / Palter
Thu 1/15 8:00 PM $5-$1000 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
TO BE ANNOUNCED!!!
Thu 1/15 8:00 PM $7 - 15 sliding donation The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
Robert W. Getz (Philadelphia, PA), Creative Piano Solo. Only West Coast appearance.
Thu 1/16 9:00 PM $6 - 10 sliding donation The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
The Lost Trio (9pm) and Nathan Clevenger Group (10pm)
Sun 1/18 8:15 PM Free, donations go to the performers ACME Observatory at The Jazz House [3192
Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
Vorticella and Three Trapped Tigers
Wed 1/21 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. near 19th St. BART Oakland]
JACK WRIGHT and the Wright Stuff: Morgan Guberman, John Shiurba, Karen Stackpole, Tom Djll
Thu 1/22 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Pietro Lusvardi and JACK WRIGHT/Bob Marsh DUO
Fri 1/23 8:00 PM $8 New Langton Arts [1246 Folsom Street SF]
Bay Area underground all-stars join forces for experimental rock showcase : Paul Costuros, Heco Davis,
Eric Landmark, Greg Saunier, Moe! Staiano and Jesse Quattro
Sat 1/24 8:00 PM $10 Community Music Center [544 Capp Street Btwn 20th and 21st SF]
George Cremaschi : 5 new compositions w/ Allbee, Djll, Coleman, Flandreau, ingalls, Perkis, Powell, Raskin,
Slusser – and Greg Goodman/Tim Perkis/Garth Powell/George Cremaschi : improvised quartet music
Sat 1/24 8:00 PM $8 New Langton Arts [1246 Folsom Street SF]
Bay Area underground all-stars join forces for experimental rock showcase : Paul Costuros, Heco Davis,
Eric Landmark, Greg Saunier, Moe! Staiano and Jesse Quattro
Sun 1/25 8:00 PM free strictly Ballroom [Campbell Recital Hall Braun Music Center, 541 Lasuen Mall Stanford]
Bob Bellerue: electronics, glass sculptures, and gamelan instruments
Mon 1/26 8:00 PM Yerba Buena Center for the Arts [700 Howard St. at Third Street SF]
SFCMP: David Lang
Thu 1/29 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery New Music Series [1007 Market St. @ 6th Street SF]
Joseph Hammer (tape), Thomas Dimuzio (sampler), Dimmer (duo)
Fri and Sat 1/30-31 8:30 pm SHARP $20 Woody Woodman’s Finger Palace [903 Cedar Berkeley]
The Invisible World of Butohfingers: Ryuzo Fukuhara (Japan)- butoh dance w/Greg Goodman and
George Cremaschi
Fri 1/30 8:00 PM $10-15 The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
Rova, the saxophone quartet, in its only Bay Area performances plays 2 sets of original music...
Sat 1/31 8:00 PM $10-15 The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ MLK Berkeley]
Rova Saxophone Quartet blasts off / 2 sets Larry Ochs, Jon Raskin, Steve Adams, Bruce Ackley - el guitars!!!!!!!
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The mingalls
Factor
Scott Rosenberg

While I’ve played with Matt Ingalls fairly
recently (and fairly consistently since 1994), I
had the opportunity to hear him play solo a
couple of weeks ago for the first time in a number of years. I am referring to the sfSound
Series concert of November 23rd, at the
Community Music Center, in San Francisco.

is a humbling pleasure. He is the reason that I
do not play the Bb clarinet. And, after hearing
him play recently, it is clear that he has reconciled himself over playing the clarinet, improvising, or whatever it was that used to motivate
him to say that he was quitting the instrument.
Thank god.
That being said, the three moments from
the improvisation that remain in memory are a
lengthy section near the end, where Matt was
playing piercing high frequencies that created
an explosive dance of difference tones in the
head (that changed when you tilted your head),
not unlike a Marianne Amacher or LaMonte
Young. Second and third were extra-musical
gestures; his signature ambiguous start (moving
from warming up the horn to starting the piece
without demarcation); and stomping his foot to
keep a simple tempo underneath an improvisation that could not have possibly been related to
the stomped tempo. While the dramatic gestures weren’t groaningly distracting, they didn’t
add much to the overall performance.
It is commendable and inspiring that Matt
refuses to succumb to the routines and formalities of the concert performance scenario, but
it’s time that he developed his dramatic ideas
to the level that he has developed his musical
ideas. His performances would benefit from
taking to greater extremes his reluctance to fit
into the drab mold of contemporary chamber
ideology and his appreciation for the theater
of the absurd, not to mention his Saharan-dry,
deadpan sense of humor.

Matt performed two pieces, one composed
and one improvised. The first was Boulez’s
Domaines, for solo clarinet. Apparently Matt
has been working on elements from this piece
for years, and incorporating them into his own
improvisational playing, and he finally decided to perform the entire piece in public.
As was to be expected, he did a fantastic job. It was clear, intense, purposeful, and
totally musical. The extra-musical elements of
the piece, the visual and dramatic components were well thought out, and executed
convincingly and memorably. The makeshift
suit and official Boulez comb-over (displayed
in numerous, lengthy bows); the angling of the
multiple stands as the piece deliberately
evolved; and the awkward, tension-building
breaks and spit-clearings between sections all
enhanced the experience of the piece.
When it came to Matt’s solo improvisation, the music itself was even more captivating, but the dramatic elements did not hold up
in the same way.
It is safe to say that Matt is one of the top
five improvising/reading clarinet virtuosos handling both new and improvised music today.
He can make the instrument scream like a wall
of oscillators or coo like a songbird, in the
same breath. Simply stated, his control of the
instrument is matched by his incredible intuition
for that which works. In other words, he’s not
just a pretty face, but charming as hell—
metaphorically speaking. To hear him play solo
4• Jan 2004 • Transbay Creative Music Calendar

The Search
Continues
Phillip Greenlief

January 15, 2003
Doors @ 7:30 PM
Show @ 8:00 PM
$7-15 Sliding Donation

Robert
W. Getz
(Philadelphia)

Creative Piano Solo
“Getz will strike a chord with fans of
attacking, independent-handed pianists like
Borah Bergman and Joel Futterman.
A thinking man’s energy music, strongly
recommended.” - Nate Dorward, Cadence
Magazine.

January 16, 2003
Doors @ 8:30 PM
Show @ 9:00 PM
$6-10 Sliding Donation
9 pm

The Lost Trio

Phillip Greenlief - saxophones
Dan Seamans - bass
Tom Hassett - drums

Nathan
Clevenger Group
10 pm

Ches Smith - drums
Aaron Novik - clarinets
Mitch Marcus - saxophones
Devin Hoff - bass
Nathan Clevenger - guitar

The Jazz House is located at
3192 Adeline Street in
Berkeley, a half block southwest
of the Ashby BART. (Please
note there is an incorrect
Adeline Street in Oakland.)
The Jazz House is a small, non-descript
warehouse located next to the police station where Martin Luther King and Adeline
Street meet. A blue light and a peculiar
“Ant” sign reside above the entrance.

After receiving a request to write something
about a significant musical event over the past
year, I found it hard to come up with much. My
favorite experiences of art come when I’m completely confused or disoriented by the experience.
I like things that take me outside of my critical self
and into something that draws me in without necessarily knowing that it’s happening. There wasn’t a lot of that going on this year, although there
were moments. In particular, I could cite:
1) A barely attended performance by Frank
Gratkowski and Chris Brown at CNMAT
allowed listeners to revel in a range of improvised sound areas, examined with both ecstatic
abandon and microscopic details of rhythm,
phrase, timbre and dynamics.
2) Evan Parker, Alexander Von
Schlippenbach and Paul Lytton played for us at
the Community Music Center in SF and sounded
just the way you would expect these three great
innovators to sound—which was somehow revelatory while never surpassing any expectations.
3) The 10-piece Industrial Jazz Group came
up from LA to work out on a bevy of compositions penned by pianist Andrew Durkin that led
its eager and overly-talented players through fascinating transformations of melody and form that
somehow blended elements of Ellington,
Mingus, Gil Evans, Braxton’s Creative Orchestra
projects, Reich (on finer days), Feldman,
and Louis Jordan’s jump bands of the late 1950’s
with more romp and humor than irony.
4) Braxton came to town recently and gave
most of the new music scene here a host of valuable lessons that he has been teaching us for
over thirty years.
In short, some great moments of things that
we’ve come to know, but little examples that one
could confuse with the heralding of a new century (perhaps a best of the end of the last century?).
Little indeed that could describe the formation of
a new century that has so far been dominated by
tragedy - both here in the U.S. and, as usual,
abroad, where the unnumbered victims suffer the
manifestations of our very own tax dollars.
We’ve all seen tragedies before (or at least
read about them) but what makes the last few
years particularly frustrating is that no one out
there seems to be able to call the perpetrators on
their deeds or hold them accountable. This
silence (and a myriad of related events) has
infected the arts thusly: 1) what little arts funding
there was out there is drying up. 2) ”They” (whoever they are) are too distracted by the malaise
described above to support the arts (this activity
is not without a long line of historical precedents). 3) And, perhaps worst of all, many artists
are swimming in pools of apathy and ignoring
their role as cultural architects, spiritual cheerleaders, or critical watchdogs, but somehow
not ignoring their role as public masturbators.
In the midst of this malaise described
above, an event did occur, however, that
shocked the scene and brought us close enough

to personal tragedy to cut through layers of
defense mechanisms long enough to recognize
something valuable in the midst of our loss and
suffering. That occurrence was the unexpected
death of Matthew Sperry and the large waves
and ripples of support that spread in its aftermath throughout Matthew’s family and the creative music scene at large.
I helped to organize a concert to raise
funds for Matthew’s family around that time. But
to begin, I should assert the Slusser clause and
say that I am immediately suspect in writing
about an event that I not only helped to produce
but performed in as well. Actually, it wasn’t the
performances that shook me (even though more
than a few of them were truly inspired). Instead,
it was the way that the community came together that evening (and in the days, weeks and
months surrounding the tragedy, not the least of
which was the remarkable event thrown at the
Victoria with Tom Waits, et. al.) in a spirit of
compassion that made many of us thankful to be
a part of what’s happening here. Matthew’s
passing created a response that was bigger
than any one of us (or any of our ensembles or
factions) and that something was, namely,
Matthew’s spirit, which, upon its release into our
enormous universe, unified us in a way that the
best planned festivals and self-produced concerts rarely, if ever, are able to achieve.
Those are some of the moments that made
me glad that I am here with all of you at this
time. That said, the inevitable question that I
have to ask myself is: does someone have to die
in order for us to drop our usual attitudes and
critical stances in order to accomplish something
that could move so many of us so deeply?
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T THE CLOSE OF THE REMARKABLE YEAR we are tooling up to remember
(as of this writing) as 2003 it is perhaps prudent to stop and take a look-see
back into the mists of time to see just what the hell happened and why none of
us did anything about it. For the purpose of life is surely not a blind skip
through the park, nor a neurotic search for “truth” or “reality” or even “sexual gratification,” even given that the latter has the salutary effect of prolonging
the species (we shall leave aside questions as to the long-term good that filling
the planet with human bodies has on the non-human sentients and affects that
otherwise take up space on this, the third stone from the sun).
And, pray tell, what has this to do with the nominal topic at hand, “music”?
Bear with me, dear reader.
Elsewhere in these pages the reader will almost surely be entertained, elucidated and perhaps not always unpleasantly reminded of some of the musical
events, real and not imagined, which transpired, in various coffee-shops, dingy
galleries, dusky boxes and converted garages sprinkled about the post-Bushapocalyptic environs of the east and westernmost shores of our dearly beloved
“Bay Area,” over the course of the last passing twelve month period. One of the
salient features of the human race, the reader will no doubt have noted, is its
fascination—fiddlesticks, let’s just call it what it is: a full-blown Technicolor
fruitcake obsession—with that venerable institution known as “Time”—and,
should we lapse in our duty to note, the advanced hominid’s drive to somehow
“master” it and regulate it, demarcate it into bite-size bits suitable for printing
onto time-cards and TV Guides and BART schedules and the like; this handy
built-in “feature” or “bug” in our cranial “software” has, from times immemorial, been artistically celebrated and dramatized in the various forms of sonic
entertainment we call “music.” So, in that spirit, I declare this column to be my
composition of music for the day; I set it down and allow it to gaze wistfully
into its own navel in hopes of filling up some column space; but beyond that, I
wish to draw some poetic parallels between the seemingly unrelated idioms of
list-making, journalistic commentary, and modern musical composition.
First, dear reader, allow your mind to draw the obvious conclusions from a contemplation of the singular fact that the English-language words “measurement,” “mental,” “month,” “moon,” and “menses” are all rooted in the Latin
mens (or “mind”); furthermore, “regulate,” “regular,” etc. descend from the
French reguler, synonymous with règles, or, again, menses. There would seem
to be a correlation between the concept of “regularity,” or time measured in
common-size packets, the human mind, the periodicity of moon-phases, and
menstruation (the human body, female—need I point out). It is surely no coincidence that the musical terms which we enjoy today for demarcating time are
“measure” and “meter” and that the prevailing system of musical durationnotation from the mid-1200’s to the early Baroque was “mensural.” Let it be
said also that the number twelve, the number of months in a year, nearly corresponding to the number of moons in a year, has been considered a “magic
number” for centuries in cultures around the world, no doubt because of this
critical linkage between early forms of time-telling and human periodicity.
It should therefore be no wonder that so many cultures around the world
believe that our destinies are guided by the stars and our hearts beat to “the
music of the spheres.”
There’s not a whiff of surprise, then, that at this time of year our thoughts turn
to prayers for the return of the sun, even as our guts are expelling the rotten
filth of last night’s Kahlua eggnog and pumpkin cheesecake. Somehow it comforts us to think that the stars are meshed together in harmonious celestial
motion, and that their movements, in some fantastically subtle terpsichore,
influence our actions and play a hand in forming our character. We crave meaning for our pathetic lives, much as our ancestors did, even if it was conveyed at
the last possible moment of sentient being-ness, as the tiresome priest anointed the festering boil-covered lips of some plague-ravaged motherfucker: In the
dim background of fading consciousness, a quavery choir would surely be heard
belting blunt polyphonies of God’s wonder and mystery among the cobwebby
rafters of the chilly cloister, much as the TV Guide bestows a temporal order
upon the massive waste of airwaves that fill our daily lives today and provide a
thick, steaming gravy of manufactured meaning—served up with a laugh or a
tear. Last time I looked (it was about fifteen years ago), the TV Guide was not
organized around twelve-based systems of channels, or twelve-based systems
of anything. Surely something is lacking in this picture—in the Middle Ages
they had The Plague; today we have Survivor. Have we at all advanced beyond
the fertile theoretical explosions of the ars antiqua? What would Franco of
Cologne do if he were putting together his first MTV organum?
Lest I be accused of “going all Pythagorean” on you, allow me to bring the discussion out of the Mediaeval back to more recent events and the humble task
at which my bony hand trembles in a Lilliputian St. Vitus’ Dance of procrastination and obfuscation. “Listmania 2003” is but the third installation—perhaps
the fourth, I don’t really know nor care—of an annual Transbay Calendar feature, the “backward glance” at musical events of note. This year I allowed the
critical “playing field” to widen a few metaphoric yards to include extra-musical events and things; hence the pizza and cinematic praises of Slusser and
Greenlief. (Had I column room I would myself have added a grab-bag of great
stuff that passed before my eyes during the last twelvemonth; quickly here a
few of them, being: the work of the cartoonist Chris Ware, author of the stunningly kaleidoscopic, encyclopedic compendia Jimmy Corrigan, The Smartest Kid
on Earth and Quimby the Mouse; the films of the monumental Russian poet of
the flickering image Andrei Tarkovsky (Stalker and The Mirror in particular—I
can’t believe Greenlief didn’t mention these in his list) as well as High and Low
by Kurosawa and The Wages of Fear by Cluzot; the gonzo-gourmet journalism
of Anthony Bourdain in Kitchen Confidential and A Cook’s Tour; Numi Tea’s
non-caffienated Ruby Chai; the Byzantine twists and turns and spins of language that spewed sound-bitistically from the toxic maw of current Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, helpfully captured and anthologized as “poetry” in
the book Pieces of Intelligence, Hart Seely, ed.; Crane Lake’s 2001 Sangiovese,
for sale at only $3.99 at the Berkeley Bowl, the 39th Reunion Edition of
National Lampoon’s 1964 High School Yearbook; the sushi at Sakae in
Burlingame; the Bush-excoriating editorials by New York Times columnist Paul
Krugman; the retrospective of the work of painter Phillip Guston—especially
the grotesque portraits of Richard Nixon and his cabinet; the wacky Sex, Time
and Power by Leonard Shlain (referenced above in the passage on menses,
measure, etc.); and the calm, effective, and generally (un-show)businesslike
performance of former governor Gray Davis as he assisted the mayor, fire chief
and people of San Diego city and county in dealing with the aftermath of the
monstrous firestorms that swept through that region this past October.
Numerous noteworthy books on music crossed my path, too, not all of them
from 2003, to wit: Blutopia: Visions of the Future and Revisions of the Past in
the Work of Sun Ra, Duke Ellington, and Anthony Braxton by Graham Lock;
Dead Man Blues: Jelly Roll Morton Way Out West, by Phil Pastras; and Space Is
the Place: The Lives and Times of Sun Ra, by John Szwed.
So, in a pathetic attempt at “weaving the threads together,” let us note that
the year 2003 had the requisite number of months, twelve, even though some
of them seemed much, much longer than others (and where did December go
already?); further, that Anthony Braxton took extraordinary measures (no pun
intended, but I’ll take it, thanks) to ensure that his GTM group at the Victoria
Theatre concert had twelve players (the circular number two, squared and triangulated) instead of ten (and did anybody else notice that the approximate
total time of the two sets, taken together, added up to 120 minutes?! [10 x
12]—and don’t get me started on those dodecaphonic tunes!); and that the
Transbay Calendar put out another twelve pretty good issues, somehow, even
though—here’s the confession part—I personally ran out of nice things to say
about the local “scene’s” musical wonderfulness about halfway through the
year. It is to be hoped that no-one in their right mind would have read this far,
for they will surely be a fervent player or hanger-on of the “scene” and perforce
take righteous umbrage at my lack of enthusiasm and tenacity in covering said
“scene” without the mindless boosterism that some would deem proper for the
Transbay Calendar. For the record, fuck them. And Happy New Year. Here’s hoping 2004 garners rave reviews in twelve month’s time from this.

see January Event Calendar for locations
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